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Introduction The framework Gravity and cosmology
01/33– Dimensional flow in quantum gravity
Dimensional reduction or Dimensional flow
Changing behaviour of correlation functions, spacetime with
scale-dependent ‘dimension’ (dH, dS).
‘Universal’ feature in
quantum gravity related to UV finiteness [’t Hooft 1993; Carlip
2009,2010; G.C. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2010].
• Noncommutative geometry [Connes 2006; Benedetti 2008; Alesci &
Arzano 2012]; • CDT [Ambjørn, Jurkiewicz & Loll 2005; Benedetti & Henson 2009];
• Spin foams [Modesto (et al.) 2008–10]; • AS [Lauscher & Reuter 2005;
Reuter & Saueressig 2011; G.C. et al. 2013]; • HL gravity [Horˇava 2008,2009].
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02/33– Field theory on multiscale spacetimes
Formalism describing this and other features of QG
theories with an alternative toolbox from multifractal
geometry, transport and probability theory, complex
systems. (Exceptions in ordinary HEP are the rule.)
Aims: (i) to see how anomalous geometries affect the
physics; (ii) to capture regimes in QG; (iii) to apply the
same tools in QG.
Various works in 2009-2013 (also with M. Arzano, A.
Eichhorn, J. Magueijo, G. Nardelli, D. Oriti, D. Rogríguez, F.
Saueressig, M. Scalisi).
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03/33– In a nutshell
1 Replace dDx→ dDx v(x) in integrals (action, etc.) where
v(x) is a fixed coordinate profile dictated by multifractal
geometry.
2 Modify the differential structure by changing ∂ operators
according to the symmetries imposed on the system.
3 Work out dynamics with usual variational principle and
techniques.
4 Differs from ST theories (v is not a Lorentzian scalar field)
and unimodular gravity (metric structure is fully dynamical).
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04/33– Applications
1 Noncommutative spacetimes: gives more meaning to the
cyclic measure of κ-Minkowski.
2 Asymptotic safety, HL gravity & more: provides tools to
explain anomalous scaling of coordinates and make
measurement of fractal geometries (adaptive rods).
3 Realizes a specific example of varying couplings theory
(varying e, c, . . . )
4 Cosmology: bounce and alternatives to inflation, big-bang
and Λ problems reinterpreted.
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05/33– Measures
Embedding space or MD.





vµ(`n, xµ) , vµ(`n, xµ) ≥ 0 .
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06/33– Example 1: Fractional measure
Represents random fractals.






qµ := %α(xµ) =
sgn(xµ)|xµ|α
Γ(α+ 1)
⇒ d%α = dDq
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07/33– Example 1: Hausdorff dimension
Scaling property:
%α(λx) = λDα%α(x) ⇒ dH = Dα
Same result obtained via self-similarity theorem or via
operational definition as the scaling of the volume of a D-ball of
radius R: V(D)(R) = ∫D-ball d%α(x) ∝ RDα.
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Scale-dependent Hausdorff dimension. Simplest (but not toy)


















R `∗ : V(D) ∼ RDα1
R `∗ : V(D) ∼ R˜Dα2 , R˜ = R`−1+α1/α2∗
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07/33– Example 2: Multifractional measure
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09/33– Example 3: Log-oscillating measure
%α(x)→ %α,ω = c+|x|α+iω + c−|x|α−iω, ω ≥ 0 .
Summing over α, ω and imposing S to be real,
S =
∫
























Aα,ω and Bα,ω ∈ R. Form of measure also dictated by fractal
geometry arguments.
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09/33– Example 3: Log-oscillating measure
Represents deterministic (multi)fractals (integrals on self-similar
fractals can be approximated by fractional integrals with α ∼ dH
[Ren et al. 1996–2003; Nigmatullin & Le Méhauté 2003]).
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10/33– Example 3: Discrete scale invariance









, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
implying a DSI:
x → λnωx , λω = exp(2pi/ω) , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
DSIs appear in chaotic systems [Sornette 1998].
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11/33– Are multiscale spacetimes fractals?
Rigorous definition of fractal [Strichartz 2003]
“I know one when I see one.”
1 Fine structure (detail at every scale). OK
2 Irregular structure (ordinary differentiability given up). OK
3 Self-similarity or self-affinity. OK
4 (Non-integer dimension.) OK
5 dS ≤ dH. Depends on model.
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The symmetries of L determine the Laplace–Beltrami operator
K
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14/33– Inequivalent models
Ordinary Laplacian: K = ∂µ∂µ. Difficult QM and QFT
because K† = Dˇ2 := 1v ∂µ∂µ[v · ].
Weighted Laplacian: K = D2 := 1√v ∂µ∂µ[
√
v · ] = K†. Dual
to previous model (share the same diffusion equation). Not
a fractal (dW 6= 2dH/dS).
q-Laplacian:






trivial (physical momenta conjugate to x, not q!). It is a
fractal.
Multifractional Laplacian:
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15/33– Scales hierarchy
Boundary-effect regime (` ∼ `∞). |x|/`∞ ∼ 1, %(x) ∼ ln |x|,
natural relation with κ-Minkowski noncommutative
spacetimes (`∞ = `Pl).
Oscillatory transient regime (`ω = λω`∞ < ` `∗). Notion
of dim. and vol. ambiguous unless averaged. DSI.
Multifractional regime (`ω  ` . `∗). Mesoscopic scales,
average of the measure:
%α(x) := 〈%α,ω(x)〉 ∝ |x|α, d%(x) ∼
∑
α gαd%α(x).
Dimensional flow. Continuous symmetries (affinities)
emerge.
Classical regime (` `∗). Ordinary Poincaré-invariant field
theory on Minkowski spacetime recovered,
%(x) ∼ %1(x) = x. Dim. of spacetime is dH = dS = 4− .
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16/33– Status
, † D2 q K∗
Momentum transform 7? 3 3 ?
Relativistic mechanics 3 3 3 ?
Perturbative field theory 3? 3 3? 3?
Symmetries and dynamics of
scalar (Q)FT ? 3 3 ?
Scalar QFT propagator ? 3 3? 3?
Electrodynamics ? 3 3 ?
Perturbative renormalizability ? 7 7 3?
Avoids Collins et al. ? 3 3 ?
Phenomenology (obs. constraints) ? 3 ? ?
Gravity 3 3 3 ?
Cosmology 3? 3 3 ?
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17/33– Characteristic landmarks
Geometry of multiscale manifolds not Riemannian:
possesses a nontrivial structure given a priori. Theory with
weighted derivatives: Weyl integrable spacetimes.
Only theory with q derivatives: What expected in a
‘covariant’ description of a fractal: nontrivial geometric and
differential structure at all points. Vielbeins move the
measure ‘hole’ around and maintain the anomalous scaling
properties.
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ρσ (βDµgνσ + βDνgµσ − βDσgµν) , βD = v−β∂[vβ · ]
Rρµσν := ∂σβΓρµν − ∂νβΓρµσ + βΓτµνβΓρστ − βΓτµσβΓρντ
Length of vectors changes under parallel transport:
∇σgµν = Wσgµν , Wµ = ∂µΦ , Φ := ln vβ .
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Weighted derivatives
19/33– D = 4 Einstein and Friedmann equations
Einstein frame: g¯µν = eΦgµν . Ω = (9ω/4)e2Φ − 3/2.
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Weighted derivatives
20/33– Flat vacuum solution (ρ = P = K = 0 = ω)
Profile v(x) fixed a priori, ‘potential’ U(v) reconstructed.
Binomial measure




































Minimum of the ‘potential’ U at late times
Umin = U(v = 1) = 6H20 .
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19/33– Flat vacuum solution (ρ = P = K = 0 = ω)
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Weighted derivatives
21/33– Cosmological constant
U(v) determined for self-consistency by the dynamics, effective
cosmological constant:
Λ(x, `n) ≡ 12κ2U[v(x, `n)].
Energy scale of dynamical Λ determined by the structure of the
measure.
At late times, U(v ∼ 1) ∼ H20 .
Rigidity of the multi-scale Ansatz allows to constrain the scales
`n against various experiments and test the prediction for the
whole evolution of the universe. Easily falsifiable models.
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q-derivatives
22/33– Frames and fractals
Inertial frames clearly interpreted: Multiscale frames map a














Line element and metric:
ds2 := gµν dqµ ⊗ dqν , gµν := ηIJe Iµ e Jν 6∝ g¯µν .
Gravity and cosmology easy to work out via x→ q(x)
mapping.
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√−g (qR− 2Λ) + Sm .
Einstein equations:
qRµν − 12gµν(
qR− 2Λ) = κ2 qTµν .
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ρ˙+ 3H(ρ+ P) = 0 .
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25/33– ‘Power-law’ solutions
ρ = ρ0 a
















From now on choose log-oscillating measure
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26/33– Geometric coordinate
H = 0 at peaks and troughs, log-oscillations end after some
time.
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27/33– e-folds and cycles
Fully analytic properties.























= N↑↓ ω2pi ≈ pα .
Net number of e-foldings per cycle:
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28/33– Big bang
• Big bang removed by a homogeneous contribution to the
measure (integration constant):
q(t)→ tbb + q(t) .
E.g., power-law solution non-singular at t = 0, where
a = (tbb/t∗)p. Similar to Λ in unimodular gravity.
• Alternative: tbb = 0 = α (oscillations with constant amplitude).
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29/33– Alternative to inflation? (0 < p < 1)
Horizon problem solved without invoking acceleration-inducing
matter: particle horizon shrinks because of geometry!
Flatness problem not solved, unfortunately.
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30/33– Cyclic mild inflation (p & 1)
Horizon and flatness problem solved if mildly inflating matter is
added.
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∣∣∣∣α Fω(ln |k/√3|)]−1 .
General behaviour:






Scale invariance without slow-roll approximation and

















Pt = 8κ2(· · · )(2piq)−2 .
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Scale invariance without slow-roll approximation and
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, p & 80 .
Scalar (or tensor) spectral index:
n− 1 = −2d ln k˜
d ln k
1
p− 1− pv˙/(vH)∼ α(n− 1) .
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33/33– Discussion
Assuming the integro-differential structure of spacetime
behaves as a multifractal leads to novel scenarios in
particle physics and cosmology.
Analytic cosmological solutions to be studies (stability,
cosmic evolution with matter and radiation, etc.).
Intriguing features purely generated by geometry (big
bounces, acceleration without inflaton, alternative to
inflation, mild inflation, cyclic cosmology).
Power spectra at hand (with S. Tsujikawa, in progress).
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